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Introduction

Let p be a prime integer ^5, q—2(p— 1), and Mf = 51 U te
2 be a Moore

space of type (Z,, 1). Denote by £/k(Mt) the stable track group {SkMt, Mt] =

Dirlim{[S"+fcMί, S
MMJ, 5}, S being the suspension functor. Then the direct

sum sέ*(Mpr)=Σkjtfk(Mpr) is an algebra over Zpr with the multiplication

induced by the composition of maps. The structure of the ring ^^.(Mpr) is

studied by several authors [4] [6] [13] [14].

N. Yamamoto [14] has calculated the ring structure of J3^*(MP) for degree

<p2q — 49q=2(p—l), from the results [8] on the stable homotopy ring G* =
ΣkGk, Gk = Diΐ\imπn+k(Sn), of spheres. P. Hoffman [4] has introduced a dif-

ferential in cS/^M,) and studied the commutativity of the ring jtf*(Mt) using this
differential. H. Toda [13] has generalized Hoffman's results and obtained

several useful relations involving the elements β(t)ej^(tp+t_i)q_1(Mp).

The purpose of this paper is to determine the ring structure of jtf*(Mpr)
for any r^ 1, within the limits of degree less than (p2 + 3p + ϊ)q — 6.

Let ί ( = fr): Sl->Mpr and π ( = πr): Mpr-^S2 denote the natural maps and
set δ (=δr) = in e j2/_ 1(Mpr). We have in Proposition 2.3 a direct sum decomposi-
tion for odd t :

fc+1

Let HttZps be a summand of Gk generated by an element y. Then H gives

summands Zpm, Zpm + Zpm and Zpm, ra=min{r, s}, of jtfk+ί(Mpr), jtfk(Mpr) and
j/fc.^Mpr), via the above decomposition. In §3, we construct elements [y]

( = [y]r)ej3^fe+1(Mpr) and <y> ( = <y> r)e j^fc(Mpr) for 7 above, and we see in
Lemma 3.3 that we can take the elements [y], [y]<5, <y> and <y><5 for the generators

of four cyclic summands of j/*(Mpr) given by H. Thus the additive structure
of j2/*(Mpr) is described by using such elements (Theorem 3.5).

In Propositions 3.8-3.9, we discuss the relations of the products <α>[/Γ]

and [α] [/?] in jtf*(Mpr) with the composition aβ and the Toda bracket <α,
ps, /?> in G*. By these results and by employing the differential D (see (1.6)

for the definition) in ja/*(Mpr), we can calculate the ring structure of
from the results [5] [6] on G*.


